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THE MECHANICS OF HOME BUILDING

Wood
rot
BY JUSTIN FINK
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espite what many people believe, wood
doesn’t decay simply because it’s wet. This
popular assumption is understandable, though,
because it will never decay without water, no
matter the implications of the misnomer dry rot
(see “Know your rots,” facing page). In fact, the
slow process of wood decay, known as rotting,
is caused by fungi. Much more than a cosmetic
nuisance, decay fungi actually break down the
cellular structure of wood.
Decay fungi have simple requirements for
growth: temperatures between 40°F and 105°F
(between 75°F and 90°F is optimal), a wood
moisture content above the point of fiber
saturation (roughly 30%), and ample food.
Controlling the spores isn’t possible (they are
everywhere), and eliminating oxygen would
be unrealistic, but some conditions for growth
can be altered effectively—for instance,
chemical treatment can make the food source
harder to access. Controlling moisture is also
effective, although it only causes the fungi to
go dormant and wait for favorable conditions
to be restored.
Certain species have heartwood that is
naturally resistant to attack from decay fungi,
but no wood is completely immune to rot.
Here’s how it works.
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ZONES
OF RISK
Although wood may be
exposed to occasional
spikes in moisture
content from humidity or
precipitation, it can easily
dry to a moisture content
of less than 20%, which
is the threshold for decay
fungi to reproduce. Aim
for a moisture content
of 6% to 8% for wood
in indoor environments
such as basements and
crawlspaces, and 15%
to 18% for outdoor
locations.

Decay fungi are most
likely to thrive in
situations where wood
encounters elevated
moisture levels, limited
drying potential, and
ample oxygen (cells
consisting of at least 20%
air volume). This danger
zone commonly occurs
where wooden posts
meet the ground, where
deck posts or sills rest
on concrete, or where
water is allowed to wick
into exposed end grain—
for example, the joint
between window casing
and the sill.

Wood that is buried
below ground is less
susceptible to rot than
wood at grade level and
will not rot when fully
submerged in water, as
oxygen is not present in
fully saturated cells.
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DANGER

SAFE
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T H E L I F E C Y C L E O F D E C AY F U N G I
1. Lightweight fungi spores floating
in air land on the surface of wood. If
conditions are right, the walls of the
spores burst. Small tubes called hyphae
branch out, consume free sugars, and
then begin to secrete enzymes onto the
surface of the wood, breaking it down to
make more sugar.

4. Fruiting bodies form millions
of fresh spores that are then
carried by the air to other surfaces,
allowing the cycle to repeat.

2.
3. When a fungus has been
growing for an extended
amount of time, fruiting
bodies start to form on the
surface of the wood.

As the hyphae spread and
multiply, they form a whitish
mat called mycelium, which
absorbs the nutrients from the
wood cells being broken down.

KNOW YOUR ROTS
Brown rot
Primarily limited to coniferous species—a group that includes
much of the lumber used to build a house—this type of rot is easily
identified by the wood’s dry, bricklike appearance and crumbling
texture. Although it’s often mistakenly called dry rot, dry wood
cannot rot. The dark brown, cuboidal appearance of this rot is
the result of the fungi consuming the light-colored cellulose and
hemicellulose in the wood and leaving the darker lignin intact.
As the fungus spreads, the unconsumed wood dries and shrinks,
cracking both along and perpendicular to the wood grain.

White rot
The type of fungi that causes white rot consumes the cellulose
in the wood, just like brown-rot fungi, but it also consumes the
lignin, thereby removing the brown color, too. Unlike the cubes
left by brown rot, wood damaged by white rot turns to a soft
pulp, which shreds into strands when touched. White rot primarily
attacks hardwoods and can be found in houses if the wood’s
moisture content is consistently high enough (at least 40%) to
sustain its growth.
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